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Columbia University Press, United States, 2018. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . This
book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than
this where possible. Brand New Book. For too long melodrama has been associated with outdated
and morally simplistic stereotypes of the Victorian stage; for too long film studies has construed it
as a singular domestic genre of familial and emotional crises, either subversively excessive or
narrowly focused on the dilemmas of women. Drawing on new scholarship in transnational
theatrical, film, and cultural histories, this collection demonstrates that melodrama is a
transgeneric mode that has long spoken to fundamental aspects of modern life and feeling.
Pointing to melodrama s roots in the ancient Greek combination of melos and drama, and to
medieval Christian iconography focused on the pathos of Christ as suffering human body, the
volume highlights the importance to modernity of melodrama as a mode of emotional
dramaturgy, the social and aesthetic conditions for which emerged long before the French
Revolution. Contributors articulate new ways of thinking about melodrama that underscore its
pervasiveness across national cultures and in a variety of genres. They examine how melodrama
has traveled to and been...
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An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Ra chelle O 'Connell-- Ra chelle O 'Connell

This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS
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